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SCONCES / WALL BRACKETS
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What’s Your Style?

DISCOVER AFFORDABLE LUXURY LIGHTING FOR EVERY BUDGET & STYLE.

One of today’s most popular design trends encourages individuals to create unique lighting designs by mixing and matching their favorite fixtures within the same space. There is no need to feel limited by fixtures or finishes in one particular collection!
ALLOW SPHERES TO SET THE SCENE

Conestee pendant groupings serve as an attractive alternative to the traditional bedside lamps, while also providing a timeless look to this modern master suite.

The cool metal tones in both Conestee and Circuit collections complement the handcrafted modern furniture and wood flooring, ultimately creating an inviting and relaxing room to retreat to at the end of a long day.
MIX IT UP!

PROGRESSLIGHTING.COM

Featuring Circuit wall sconce and Conestee pendants.
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MIX IT UP!

Featuring Tinsley chandelier and Design Series Carlyn wall brackets.
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GET COZY WITH A HINT OF GLAM

Celebrate a new addition’s grand entrance with a nursery to match! Designers today are incorporating sophisticated and simple elements to create magical settings for children.

The furniture selection carries a monochromatic color scheme, while floral accents and textured accessories add character to the space shown. Crystal finials in our Anjoux collection pair perfectly with Carlyn’s luxurious pattern and glass accents to create a gorgeous nursery with a touch of glam.
DELIVER TIMELESS APPEAL

Warm and inviting, this open living space creates an environment that balances relaxation with elegance. Leather accessories and rich color tones complement Tinsley’s frame finished in Brushed Bronze. Finally, our Barnett wall lanterns paired on either side of a vintage art piece deliver a timeless appeal.
MIX IT UP!

Featuring Tinsley chandelier and Barnett wall lanterns.
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Featuring Tinsley chandelier and Barnett wall lanterns.
Featuring Gulliver wall bracket and pendant and Tilley chandeliers and pendant.
ENJOY THE SEASIDE IN STYLE

Coastal-inspired décor features clean sophistication and a relaxed attitude, ideal for areas where friends and family tend to gather the most.

Gulliver’s weathered accents and wood grained frame complement the organic furnishings and textured materials in this room setting. The look is completed with Tilley’s two-toned frame, which enhances the beach-inspired artwork and neutral color palette.
A distinctive collection with casual crystal details. Each fixture in the Anjoux family features variations of complementary designs. Sconces are highlighted by clear waterglass shades, while chandeliers are adorned by elegant crystal finials. A flushmount version features cascading crystal teardrop accents.

FINISHES
- Antique Bronze - 020
- Silver Ridge - 134

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Bath & Vanity, page 62
PROGRESSLIGHTING.COM

WALL BRACKET
P300116-134 Silver Ridge
5” W., 8-5/8” ht.
Extends 6-7/8”. H/CTR 4-1/2”.
One medium base lamp,
100w max.

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P350094-134 Silver Ridge
Hanging and ceiling mount
hardware included.
14-1/2” dia., 17-1/2” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 53”, wire 10’.
Three candelabra lamps,
each 60w max.

FIVE-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT
P350096-134 Silver Ridge
16” dia., 14” ht.
Five candelabra base lamps,
each 60w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400087-134 Silver Ridge
24-5/8” dia., 26-1/2” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 100-1/2”, wire 15’.
Five candelabra lamps,
each 60w max.

NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400088-134 Silver Ridge
34” dia., 34” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 156”, wire 15’.
Nine candelabra lamps,
each 60w max.

FOUR-LIGHT FOYER PENDANT
P500099-134 Silver Ridge
16” dia., 24” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 98”, wire 15’.
Extends 15-3/4’.
Four candelabra lamps,
each 60w max.

SIX-LIGHT FOYER
P500100-134 Silver Ridge
22” dia., 30” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 104-1/2”, wire 15’.
Six candelabra lamps,
each 60w max.

ACCESSORY SHADE
P860007-000 Ivory Silk
1” uno-style candle fitter
5-3/4” dia., 4-1/2” ht.
WALL BRACKET
P300116-020 Antique Bronze
5" W., 8-5/8" ht.
Extends 6-7/8". H/CTR 4-1/2".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P350094-020 Antique Bronze
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
14-1/2" dia., 17-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 53", wire 10'.
Three candelabra lamps, each 60w max.

FIVE-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT
P350096-020 Antique Bronze
16" dia., 14" ht.
Five candelabra lamps, each 60w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400087-020 Antique Bronze
24-5/8" dia., 26-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 100-1/2", wire 15'.
Five candelabra lamps, each 60w max.

NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400088-020 Antique Bronze
34" dia., 34" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 156", wire 15'.
Nine candelabra lamps, each 60w max.

FOUR-LIGHT FOYER PENDANT
P500099-020 Antique Bronze
16" dia., 24" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 98", wire 15'.
Extends 15-3/4'.
Four candelabra lamps, each 60w max.

SIX-LIGHT FOYER
P500100-020 Antique Bronze
22" dia., 30" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 104-1/2", wire 15'.
Six candelabra lamps, each 60w max.

ACCESSORY SHADE
P860008-000 Vintage Linen
1" uno-style fitter
5-3/4" dia., 4-1/2" ht.
Featuring soft angles and impressive sculptural curves, Tinsley is a refreshingly updated design for Luxe, Transitional and Traditional interiors. The frame is complemented by classic etched glass shades or open candle designs. Overscale details found in Tinsley are ideal for welcoming guests and visitors in a foyer or entryway, as well as in luxe dining room or classic living room settings.

**FINISH**
- Polished Chrome - 015
- Brushed Bronze - 109
SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P350079-109 Brushed Bronze
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
16-1/2" dia., 11-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 51", wire 10'.
Two medium base lamps,
each 100w max.

TWO-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT
P350103-109 Brushed Bronze
16-1/2" dia., 5-7/8" ht.
Two medium base lamps,
each 60w max.

THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400065-109 Brushed Bronze
23-1/2" dia., 19" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 94", wire 15'.
Three candelabra base lamps,
each 60w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400066-109 Brushed Bronze
23" dia., 24" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 99", wire 15'.
Five candelabra base lamps,
each 60w max.

NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400067-109 Brushed Bronze
29-1/4" dia., 31" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 154", wire 15'.
Nine candelabra base lamps,
each 60w max.

FIFTEEN-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400110-109 Brushed Bronze
42" dia., 41-3/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 154", wire 15'.
Fifteen candelabra base lamps,
each 60w max.

THREE-LIGHT PENDANT
P500062-109 Brushed Bronze
22-1/2" dia., 22-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 97-1/2", wire 15'.
Three medium base lamps,
each 100w max.

MINI-PENDANT
P500072-109 Brushed Bronze
7-1/2" dia., 12-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 80-1/2", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp,
100w max.

WALL SCONCE
P710028-109 Brushed Bronze
4-7/8" W., 15-1/2" ht.
Extends 5-1/2", H/CTR 8".
One candelabra base lamp,
100w max.
TINSLEY

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P350079-015 Polished Chrome
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
16-1/2" dia., 11-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 51", wire 10'.
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

TWO-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT
P350103-015 Polished Chrome
16-1/2" dia., 5-7/8" ht.
Two medium base lamps, each 60w max.

THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400065-015 Polished Chrome
23-1/2" dia., 19" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 94", wire 15'.
Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400066-015 Polished Chrome
23" dia., 24" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 99", wire 15'.
Five candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400067-015 Polished Chrome
29-1/4" dia., 31" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 154", wire 15'.
Nine candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

FIFTEEN-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400110-015 Polished Chrome
42" dia., 41-3/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 154", wire 15'.
Fifteen candelabra lamps, each 60w max.

THREE-LIGHT PENDANT
P500062-015 Polished Chrome
22-1/2" dia., 22-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 97-1/2", wire 15'.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

MINI-PENDANT
P500072-015 Polished Chrome
7-1/2" dia., 12-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 80-1/2", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

WALL SCONCE
P710028-015 Polished Chrome
4-7/8" W., 15-1/2" ht.
Extends 5-1/2", H/CTR 8".
One candelabra lamp, 100w max.
A casual, coastal-inspired collection. Litchfield features an hourglass-inspired column complemented by a crisp Chrome finish.

FINISH
Polished Chrome - 015

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Bath & Vanity, page 65
**MINI-PENDANT**
P500113-015 Polished Chrome
4-3/4” dia., 9-3/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/ stem 15-1/2”, wire 10’.
One medium base lamp, 60w max.

**THREE-LIGHT PENDANT**
P500114-015 Satin Aluminum
13-5/8” dia., 18” ht.
Overall ht. w/ stem 84”, wire 15’.
Three candelabra lamps, each 60w max.

**WALL BRACKET**
P710044-015 Polished Chrome
5” W., 13” ht. Extends 14-1/2”.
Adjustable arm
One medium base lamp, 60w max.

**ACCESSORY SHADE**
P860027-000 White Sailcloth
1” uno-style candle fitter
6-3/4” dia., 5” ht.

**SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE**
P350093-015 Polished Chrome
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
18” dia., 14-3/4” ht.
Overall ht. w/ chain 52”, wire 10’.
Extends 14-3/4”.
Three medium base lamps, each 60w max.

**THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER**
P400102-015 Polished Chrome
19-3/8” dia., 22-1/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/ chain 96-1/2”, wire 15’.
Three candelabra lamps, each 60w max.

**FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER**
P400103-015 Polished Chrome
25-7/8” dia., 21-7/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/ chain 167-1/2”, wire 15’.
Five candelabra lamps, each 60w max.

**NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER**
P400104-015 Polished Chrome
34” dia., 32-1/2” ht.
Overall ht. w/ chain 155-1/2”, wire 15’.
Nine candelabra lamps, each 60w max.

**MINI-PENDANT**
P500113-015 Polished Chrome
4-3/4” dia., 9-3/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/ stem 15-1/2”, wire 10’.
One medium base lamp, 60w max.

**THREE-LIGHT PENDANT**
P500114-015 Satin Aluminum
13-5/8” dia., 18” ht.
Overall ht. w/ stem 84”, wire 15’.
Three candelabra lamps, each 60w max.

**WALL BRACKET**
P710044-015 Polished Chrome
5” W., 13” ht. Extends 14-1/2”.
Adjustable arm
One medium base lamp, 60w max.

**ACCESSORY SHADE**
P860027-000 White Sailcloth
1” uno-style candle fitter
6-3/4” dia., 5” ht.
The Conestee collection features a stunning armillary-style frame. Dual tone finish combinations are hand painted Galvanized with antique white accents or Graphite with weathered gray accents. While Conestee is ideal for Rustic Farmhouse or Urban Industrial home environments, it can also be paired with a number of Coastal-inspired fixtures to complement natural wood materials.

FINISHES
- Galvanized - 141
- Graphite - 143

MINI-PENDANT
P500092-141 Galvanized
12" dia., 14" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 89", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 60w max.

THREE-LIGHT PENDANT
P500093-141 Galvanized
21-1/4" dia., 24" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 99", wire 15'.
Three medium base lamps, each 60w max.

SIX-LIGHT PENDANT
P500094-141 Galvanized
28" dia., 30-3/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 106", wire 15'.
Six medium base lamps, each 60w max.

*Fixtures shown with P7825-01 vintage lamps*
MINI-PENDANT
P500092-143 Graphite
12" dia., 14" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 89", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp,
60w max.

THREE-LIGHT PENDANT
P500093-143 Graphite
21-1/4" dia., 24" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 99", wire 15'.
Three medium base lamps,
each 60w max.

SIX-LIGHT PENDANT
P500094-143 Graphite
28" dia., 30-3/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 106", wire 15'.
Six medium base lamps,
each 60w max.

Fixtures shown with P7825-01 vintage lamps
GULLIVER

Three circular bands wrap together to create an open design for Gulliver. Dual toned frame color combinations are hand painted Galvanized with antique white accents or Graphite with weathered gray accents. A hand painted wood grained texture complements Rustic and Modern Farmhouse home décor, as well as Urban Industrial and Coastal interior settings.

FINISHES
- Galvanized - 141
- Graphite - 143

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Bath & Vanity, page 66
See complete collection: ProgressLighting.com
**SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE**
P350049-141 Galvanized
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
17” dia., 13-1/2” ht. Overall ht. w/chain 52-1/2”, wire 10’. Three medium base lamps, each 75w max.

**FOUR-LIGHT LINEAR CHANDELIER**
P400097-141 Galvanized
P400097-143 Graphite 38-1/2” W., 10-1/2” L., 17” ht. Overall ht. w/chain 91-1/2”, wire 15’. Extends 10-1/2”. Four medium base lamps, each 75w max.

**MINI-PENDANT**
P500022-141 Galvanized 8-1/12” dia., 10” ht. Overall ht. w/chain 85”, wire 10”. One medium base lamp, 75w max.

**FOUR-LIGHT PENDANT**
P500090-141 Galvanized 21-5/8” dia., 18-1/4” ht. Overall ht. w/chain 93-1/2”, wire 10”. Four medium base lamps, each 75w max.

**FIVE-LIGHT PENDANT**
P500090-143 Graphite 27-3/4” dia., 22-3/4” ht. Overall ht. w/chain 93-1/2”, wire 10”. Five medium base lamps, each 75w max.

**WALL BRACKET**
P710031-141 Galvanized
P710031-143 Graphite 6” dia., 12” ht. Extends 7”. H/CTR 9-3/8”. One medium base lamp, 75w max.

Fixtures shown with P7825-01 vintage lamps
Rustic and vintage décor is a popular trend that can transform a home into a nostalgic retreat. Tilley features warehouse style shades formed from metal mesh that merge with a faux-painted, wooden rim for an artful yet industrial style.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Antique Bronze - 020

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Bath & Vanity, visit: ProgressLighting.com
THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400073-009 Brushed Nickel
20" dia., 15-1/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 90-1/2", wire 15'.
Three medium base lamps,
each 100w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400074-009 Brushed Nickel
24" dia., 16-7/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 92", wire 15'.
Five medium base lamps,
each 100w max.

MINI-PENDANT
P500078-009 Brushed Nickel
8" dia., 7-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 73-1/2", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp,
100w max.

THREE-LIGHT PENDANT
P500079-009 Brushed Nickel
16" dia., 10-7/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 77", wire 120.
Three medium base lamps,
each 60w max.

THREE-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT
P350091-009 Brushed Nickel
16" dia., 9-7/8" ht.
Three medium base lamps,
each 60w max.

Fixtures shown with P7825-01 vintage lamps
THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400073-020 Antique Bronze
20" dia., 15-1/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 90-1/2", wire 15'.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400074-020 Antique Bronze
24" dia., 16-7/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 92", wire 15'.
Five medium base lamps, each 100w max.

MINI-PENDANT
P500078-020 Antique Bronze
8" dia., 7-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 73-1/2", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT PENDANT
P500079-020 Antique Bronze
16" dia., 10-7/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 77", wire 120.
Three medium base lamps, each 60w max.

THREE-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT
P350091-020 Antique Bronze
16" dia., 9-7/8" ht.
Three medium base lamps, each 60w max.

Fixtures shown with P7825-01 vintage lamps
A beautiful and elegant geometric frame is the highlight of the Centre collection. A striking dual-tone finish heightens the elegance of these modern pendants. Hang individually or pair in groupings over dining room tables or kitchen islands to create a dramatic focal point in the home.

FINISHES
- Antique Bronze - 020
- White - 030
SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P350108-020 Antique Bronze
P350108-030 White
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
16” sq., 11-7/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 78”, wire 10’. Four medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FOUR-LIGHT PENDANT
P500111-020 Antique Bronze
P500111-030 White
20” Sq., 13-3/4” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 80”, wire 15’. Four medium base lamps, each 100w max.

SIX-LIGHT PENDANT
P500112-020 Antique Bronze
P500112-030 White
30” Sq., 18-3/4” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 85”, wire 15’. Six medium base lamps, each 100w max.

Fixtures shown with P7825-01 vintage lamps
The Judson collection features a timeless clear schoolhouse-style globe. Metal fittings add distinction to complete the vintage look. Available in hanging, wall and ceiling styles, Judson provides the perfect compliment to farmhouse or coastal-inspired homes.

**FINISHES**
- Antique Bronze - 020
- Polished Nickel - 104

**ALSO AVAILABLE IN**
Bath & Vanity, page 68
ONE-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT
P350074-020 Antique Bronze
11" dia., 12" ht.
One medium base lamp, 75w max.

THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400057-020 Antique Bronze
22" dia., 18-1/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 91-1/2", wire 15'.
Three medium base lamps, each 75w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400058-020 Antique Bronze
26" dia., 19" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 92-1/2", wire 15'.
Five medium base lamps, each 75w max.

ONE-LIGHT PENDANT
P500061-020 Antique Bronze
11" dia., 11-1/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 78", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 75w max.

Fixtures shown with P7825-01 vintage lamps, except P350074
ONE-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT
P350074-104 Polished Nickel
11" dia., 12" ht.
One medium base lamp,
75w max.

THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400057-104 Polished Nickel
22" dia., 18-1/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 91-1/2", wire 15'.
Three medium base lamps,
each 75w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400058-104 Polished Nickel
26" dia., 19" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 92-1/2", wire 15'.
Five medium base lamps,
each 75w max.

ONE-LIGHT PENDANT
P500061-104 Polished Nickel
11" dia., 11-1/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 78", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp,
75w max.

Fixtures shown with P7825-01
vintage lamps, except P350074
Inspired by the revival of Mid-Century fashions, the Carisa collection brings home this classic style. A metallic finish supports glossy white opal glass globes to create a timeless modern design.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Vintage Gold - 078

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Bath & Vanity, page 70
ONE-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT
P350075-009 Brushed Nickel
7-3/8" dia., 8-3/4" ht.
One medium base lamp, each 75w max.

THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400059-009 Brushed Nickel
21/1/2" dia., 17-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 83-1/2", wire 15'.
Three medium base lamps, each 75w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400060-009 Brushed Nickel
25-1/2" dia., 20-3/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 86-1/2", wire 15'.
Five medium base lamps, each 75w max.

NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400061-009 Brushed Nickel
31-1/2" dia., 36-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 102-1/2", wire 15'.
Nine medium base lamps, each 75w max.

WALL BRACKET
P300084-009 Brushed Nickel
6-1/2" W., 10" ht.
Extends 8-1/2". H/CTR 4-5/8".
One medium base lamp, 75w max.

P400061-009
P350075-009
P300084-009
P400060-009
P400059-009

PROGRESSLIGHTING.COM
CARISA

WALL BRACKET
P400059-078 Vintage Gold
6-1/2” W., 10” ht.
Extends 8-1/2”. H/CTR 4-5/8”.
One medium base lamp, 75w max.

ONE-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT
P400060-078 Vintage Gold
7-3/8” dia., 8-3/4” ht.
One medium base lamp, each 75w max.

THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400061-078 Vintage Gold
21/1/2” dia., 17-1/2” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 83-1/2”, wire 15’.
Three medium base lamps, each 75w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400060-078 Vintage Gold
25-1/2” dia., 20-3/4” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 86-1/2”, wire 15’.
Five medium base lamps, each 75w max.

NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400061-078 Vintage Gold
31-1/2” dia., 36-1/2” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 102-1/2”, wire 15’.
Nine medium base lamps, each 75w max.
A sensible, yet sophisticated, lighting collection rooted in updated classical modern styling. Suitable for Urban Industrial, Modern and Mid-Century Modern interiors, Domain features a Matte Black finish. A double ring accent and squared off socket holder complement over scale etched glass shades.

FINISH
- Black - 031

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Bath & Vanity, page 74

THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400034-031 Black
22-3/8” dia., 15-3/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 81-1/2”, wire 15’.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FOUR-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400035-031 Black
29” dia., 19” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 85”, wire 15’.
Four medium base lamps, each 100w max.

SIX-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400036-031 Black
Two-tier.
32” dia., 24” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 90”, wire 15’.
Six medium base lamps, each 100w max.
The Laird collection provides a contemporary complement to casual interiors popular in today’s homes. Glass shades add distinction and provide pleasing illumination to any room, while scrolling arms create an airy effect.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Antique Bronze - 020

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Bath & Vanity, page 78

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400063-009 Brushed Nickel
23-3/4” dia., 17-1/2” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 61-1/2”, wire 9.
Five medium base lamps, each 100w max.

NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400064-009 Brushed Nickel
27-3/4” dia., 25-1/2” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 65”, wire 12’.
Nine medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400062-009 Brushed Nickel
19-3/4” dia., 16” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 60”, wire 9.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P350057-009 Brushed Nickel
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
13” dia., 9-7/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 55”, wire 10’.
Extends 9-7/8”.
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT PENDANT
P500071-009 Brushed Nickel
17” dia., 20-3/4” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 87-1/2”, wire 9.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.
FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400063-020 Antique Bronze
23-3/4” dia., 17-1/2” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 61-1/2”, wire 9.
Five medium base lamps, each 100w max.

NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400064-020 Antique Bronze
27-3/4” dia., 25-1/2” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 65”, wire 12”.
Nine medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400062-020 Antique Bronze
19-3/4” dia., 16” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 60”, wire 9.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P350057-020 Antique Bronze
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
13” dia., 9-7/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 55”, wire 10’.
Extends 9-7/8”.
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT PENDANT
P500071-020 Antique Bronze
17” dia., 20-3/4” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 87-1/2”, wire 9.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.
Designed for both commercial and residential interiors, Apogee fixtures deliver both style and bright illumination. The collection includes flush mount and pendant options that can also be installed as a semi-flush mount fixture. All fixtures feature 120-277V input with standard 0-10V dimming. Etched glass shade provides an even and pleasing light effect.

FINISHES

- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Architectural Bronze - 129
SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P350064-009-30 Brushed Nickel
Hanging and ceiling mount
hardware included.
15" dia., 10-3/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 85-1/4, wire 15'.
30w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI,
1855 lumens.

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P350065-009-30 Brushed Nickel
Hanging and ceiling mount
hardware included.
21" dia., 14-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 92", wire 15'.
45w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI,
2765 lumens.

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P350066-009-30 Brushed Nickel
Hanging and ceiling mount
hardware included.
27" dia., 20-5/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 98, wire 15'.
71w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI,
4215 lumens.

FLUSH MOUNT
P350070-009-30 Brushed Nickel
15" dia., 3-11/16" ht., wire 8".
30w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI,
1660 lumens.

FLUSH MOUNT
P350071-009-30 Brushed Nickel
21" dia., 4-1/2" ht.
45w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI,
2550 lumens.

FLUSH MOUNT
P350072-009-30 Brushed Nickel
27" dia., 5-3/8" ht.
71w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI,
3850 lumens.

WALL SCONCE
P710036-009-30 Brushed Nickel
15" W., 7-1/2" ht., 3-11/16" extends
or depth.
20w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 940 lumens.

PROGRESSLIGHTING.COM
APOSEE

**SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE**
P350064-129-30 Architectural Bronze
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
15” dia., 10-3/4” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 85-1/4”, wire 15’.
30w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 1855 lumens.

**SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE**
P350065-129-30 Architectural Bronze
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
21” dia., 14-1/2” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 92”, wire 15’.
45w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 2765 lumens.

**SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE**
P350066-129-30 Architectural Bronze
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
27” dia., 20-5/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 98”, wire 15’.
71w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 4215 lumens.

**FLUSH MOUNT**
P350070-129-30 Architectural Bronze
15” dia., 3-11/16” ht., wire 8”.
30w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 1660 lumens.

**FLUSH MOUNT**
P350071-129-30 Architectural Bronze
21” dia., 4-1/2” ht.
45w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 2550 lumens.

**FLUSH MOUNT**
P350072-129-30 Architectural Bronze
27” dia., 5-3/8” ht.
71w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 3850 lumens.

**WALL SCONCE**
P710036-129-30 Architectural Bronze
15” W., 7-1/2” ht., Extends 3-11/16”.
20w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 940 lumens.

PROGRESSLIGHTING.COM
NEAT LED

These timeless and classic LED pendants feature designer oriented details and polished opal glass. Can be displayed singularly or in groupings of two or more in a variety of spaces, such as Modern Farmhouse, Coastal and Mid-Century Modern environments.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Antique Bronze - 020

ONE-LIGHT PENDANT
P500065-009-30 Brushed Nickel
P500065-020-30 Antique Bronze
4-3/8" dia., 13-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. W/Cord 124-1/2", wire 10'.
One 9w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 624 lumens.

ONE-LIGHT PENDANT
P500066-009-30 Brushed Nickel
P500066-020-30 Antique Bronze
6-5/8" dia., 13-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. W/Cord 124-1/2", wire 10'.
One 9w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 624 lumens.
GATHER LED

Simplified frame with updated styling and elegant etched glass shades. Energy efficient version is available with select fixtures in the Brushed Nickel finish.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Polished Chrome - 015
- Antique Bronze - 020

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
See complete collection: ProgressLighting.com

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P350088-009-30 Brushed Nickel
P350088-015-30 Polished Chrome
P350088-020-30 Antique Bronze
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
12-7/8" dia., 10-3/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 50", wire 10'.
One 17w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 1276 lumens.

FORTUNE LED

Fortune LED flush mount fixtures feature beautiful opal glass in an elegant form. The frame and metal fittings are finished in Polished Chrome. Fortune LED offers simple, clean lines to coordinate with Luxe, Transitional and Coastal interiors.

FINISH
- Polished Chrome - 015

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
See complete collection: ProgressLighting.com

ONE-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT
P350080-015-30 Polished Chrome
16" dia., 7-5/8" ht.
One 17w LED module3000K, 90CRI, 1452 lumens.
Featuring a sleek and slim appearance, Bezel LED is an architectural series of flush mount options. Etched white glass is accented by a metal trim in a metallic finish. The glass shade is illuminated on both the bottom and sides to provide a pleasing lighted effect.

**FINISHES**
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Polished Chrome - 015
- Antique Bronze - 020

**ONE-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT**
P350085-009-30 Brushed Nickel
P350085-015-30 Polished Chrome
P350085-020-30 Antique Bronze
10-1/2" dia., 3-1/2" ht.
One 17w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 1276 lumens.

**ONE-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT**
P350086-009-30 Brushed Nickel
P350086-015-30 Polished Chrome
P350086-020-30 Antique Bronze
13" dia., 3-7/8" ht.
One 25w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 1770 lumens.
OPAL-LINEN LED

Opal-Linen LED features architectural details for a variety of home styles. A combination of glass textures work together to create an interesting effect for today’s interiors. Metallic finishes complement the opal/linen double glass.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Antique Bronze - 020

ONE-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT
P350081-009-30 Brushed Nickel
P350081-020-30 Antique Bronze
12” dia., 4-3/4” ht.
One 17w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 1452 lumens.

ONE-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT
P350082-009-30 Brushed Nickel
P350082-020-30 Antique Bronze
15” dia., 5” ht.
One 25w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 2015 lumens.

PROGRESSLED

PROGRESSLIGHTING.COM
LED Flushmount offers traditional form factor for ambient illumination. The etched glass dominates the design with its distinctive and sculptural bowl. The elegant glass is paired with a metallic frame.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Polished Chrome - 015
- Antique Bronze - 020

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
See complete collection: ProgressLighting.com

**ONE-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT**
P350100-009-30 Brushed Nickel  
P350100-015-30 Polished Chrome  
P350100-020-30 Antique Bronze  
11" dia., 4-1/4" ht.  
One 17w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 1276 lumens.

**ONE-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT**
P350101-009-30 Brushed Nickel  
P350101-015-30 Polished Chrome  
P350101-020-30 Antique Bronze  
13-1/2" dia., 4-1/2" ht.  
One 25w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 1770 lumens.
The Maier DC LED flush mounts feature an acrylic diffuser which twists into the frame so there are no exposed fasteners for a clean modern look.

**FINISHES**
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Antique Bronze - 020
- White - 030

**LED SEMI-FLUSH**
- P350076-009-30 Brushed Nickel
- P350076-020-30 Antique Bronze
- P350076-030-30 White
  - 9-1/16" dia., 4-5/16" ht.
  - One 20.5w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 1354 lumens.

**LED SEMI-FLUSH**
- P350077-009-30 Brushed Nickel
- P350077-020-30 Antique Bronze
- P350077-030-30 White
  - 14" dia., 4-3/4" ht.
  - One 26w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 2016 lumens.

**LED SEMI-FLUSH**
- P350078-009-30 Brushed Nickel
- P350078-020-30 Antique Bronze
- P350078-030-30 White
  - 18" dia., 5-1/4" ht.
  - One 28.5w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 2064 lumens.
A distinctive collection with casual crystal details. Each fixture in the Anjoux family features variations of complementary designs. Sconces are highlighted by clear waterglass shades, while chandeliers are adorned by elegant crystal finials.

**ONE-LIGHT BATH**
P300116-020 Antique Bronze
5" W., 8-5/8" ht.
Extends 6-7/8". H/CTR 4-1/2".
One medium base lamp,
100w max.

**TWO-LIGHT BATH**
P300117-020 Antique Bronze
14" W., 7-1/2" ht.
Extends 6-7/8". H/CTR 5".
Two medium base lamps,
each 100w max.

**THREE-LIGHT BATH**
P300118-020 Antique Bronze
23" W., 7-1/2" ht.
Extends 7". H/CTR 5".
Three medium base lamps,
each 100w max.

**FOUR-LIGHT BATH**
P300119-020 Antique Bronze
32" W., 7-1/2" ht.
Extends 7". H/CTR 5".
Four medium base lamps,
each 100w max.

**FINISHES**
- Antique Bronze - 020
- Silver Ridge - 134

**ALSO AVAILABLE IN**
Fixture Collections, page 16
ONE-LIGHT BATH
P300116-134 Silver Ridge
5” W., 8-5/8” ht.
Extends 6-7/8”. H/CTR 4-1/2”.
One medium base lamp,
100w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P300117-134 Silver Ridge
14” W., 7-1/2” ht.
Extends 6-7/8”. H/CTR 5”.
Two medium base lamps,
each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
P300118-134 Silver Ridge
23” W., 7-1/2” ht.
Extends 7”. H/CTR 5”.
Three medium base lamps,
each 100w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
P300119-134 Silver Ridge
32” W., 7-1/2” ht.
Extends 7”. H/CTR 5”.
Four medium base lamps,
each 100w max.

Fixtures mount up or down.

PROGRESSLIGHTING.COM
Dart is a display of modern architectural design styling. Etched white glass shades balance on a striking arched frame. Subtle detailing is enhanced by a Graphite finish with Brushed Nickel accents.

**ONE-LIGHT BATH**
P300144-143 Graphite  
4-1/2" W., 16-7/8" ht. 
Extends 6-7/8". H/CTR 8". 
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**TWO-LIGHT BATH**
P300145-143 Graphite  
14-1/4" W., 7-7/8" ht. 
Extends 6-7/8". H/CTR 5-5/8". 
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

**THREE-LIGHT BATH**
P300146-143 Graphite  
23-5/8" W., 7-7/8" ht. 
Extends 6-7/8". H/CTR 5-5/8". 
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

**FOUR-LIGHT BATH**
P300147-143 Graphite  
33" W., 7-7/8" ht. 
Extends 6-7/8". H/CTR 5-5/8". 
Four medium base lamps, each 100w max.

Fixtures mount up or down.
A casual, coastal-inspired collection. Litchfield features an hourglass-inspired column complemented by a crisp Chrome finish.

FINISHES
- Polished Chrome - 015

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Fixture Collections, page 24

ONE-LIGHT BATH
P300137-015 Polished Chrome
5" W., 9-1/4" ht.
Extends 7-3/8". H/CTR 5".
One medium base lamp, 60w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P300138-015 Polished Chrome
15-3/8" W., 9-1/4" ht.
Extends 7-3/8". H/CTR 4-5/8".
Two medium base lamps, each 60w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
P300139-015 Polished Chrome
24-3/8" W., 9-1/4" ht.
Extends 7-3/8". H/CTR 4-5/8".
Three medium base lamps, each 60w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
P300140-015 Polished Chrome
33-3/8" W., 9-1/4" ht.
Extends 7-3/8". H/CTR 4-5/8".
Four medium base lamps, each 60w max.

Fixtures mount up or down.
Three circular bands wrap together to create an open design for Gulliver. Dual toned frame color combinations are Galvanized with antique white accents or Graphite with weathered gray accents. A hand painted wood grained texture complements Rustic and Modern Farmhouse home décor, as well as Urban Industrial and Coastal interior settings.

**ONE-LIGHT BATH**
P710031-141 Galvanized
6" dia., 12" ht.
Extends 7". H/CTR 9-3/8".
One medium base lamp, 75w max.

**TWO-LIGHT BATH**
P300124-141 Galvanized
15-1/2" W., 8-1/2" ht.
Extends 5". H/CTR 6-1/8".
Two medium base lamps, 60w max.

**THREE-LIGHT BATH**
P300125-141 Galvanized
24" W., 8-1/2" ht.
Extends 5". H/CTR 6-1/8".
Three medium base lamps, 60w max.

**FOUR-LIGHT BATH**
P300126-141 Galvanized
32-7/8" W., 8-1/2" ht.
Extends 5". H/CTR 6-1/8".
Four medium base lamps, 60w max.

**FINISHES**
- Galvanized - 141
- Graphite - 143

**ALSO AVAILABLE IN**
Fixture Collections, page 30
See complete collection: ProgressLighting.com
ONE-LIGHT BATH  
P710031-143 Graphite  
6” dia., 12” ht.  
Extends 7”. H/CTR 9-3/8”.  
One medium base lamp, 75w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH  
P300124-143 Graphite  
15-1/2” W., 8-1/2” ht.  
Extends 5”. H/CTR 6-1/8”.  
Two medium base lamps, 60w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH  
P300125-143 Graphite  
24” W., 8-1/2” ht.  
Extends 5”. H/CTR 6-1/8”.  
Three medium base lamps, 60w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH  
P300126-143 Graphite  
32-7/8” W., 8-1/2” ht.  
Extends 5”. H/CTR 6-1/8”.  
Four medium base lamps, 60w max.

Fixtures shown with P7825-D1 vintage lamps  
Fixtures mount up or down.
The Judson collection features a timeless clear schoolhouse-style globe. Metal fittings add distinction to complete the vintage look. Available in hanging, wall and ceiling styles, Judson provides the perfect compliment to farmhouse or coastal-inspired homes.

FINISHES
- Polished Nickel - 104
- Antique Bronze - 020

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Fixture Collections, page 38-42

ONE-LIGHT BATH
P300080-020 Antique Bronze
P300080-104 Polished Nickel
6-1/2" W., 11-1/4" ht.
Extends 8-1/2". H/CTR 6-1/4".
One medium base lamp, 75w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P300080-020 Antique Bronze
P300080-104 Polished Nickel
16-1/4" W., 11-1/4" ht.
Extends 8-1/2". H/CTR 7-1/2".
Two medium base lamps, each 75w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
P300080-020 Antique Bronze
P300080-104 Polished Nickel
26" W., 11-1/4" ht.
Extends 8-1/2". H/CTR 7-1/2".
Three medium base lamps, each 75w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
P300083-020 Antique Bronze
P300083-104 Polished Nickel
35-3/4" W., 11-1/4" ht.
Extends 8-1/2". H/CTR 7-1/2".
Four medium base lamps, each 75w max.

PROGRESSLIGHTING.COM
A sensible, yet sophisticated, lighting collection rooted in updated classical modern styling. Suitable for Urban Industrial, Modern and Mid-Century Modern interiors, Domain features a Matte Black finish. A double ring accent and squared off socket holder complement over scale etched glass shades. Bath and vanity and chandelier options are available.

**FINISH**
- Black - 031

**ALSO AVAILABLE IN**
Fixtures mount up or down.

**ONE-LIGHT BATH**
P300032-031 Black
8-3/4" W., 6-5/8" ht.
Extends 9-1/2". H/CTR 4-1/2".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**TWO-LIGHT BATH**
P300033-031 Black
20" W., 6-1/2" ht.
Extends 9-1/2". H/CTR 4-1/8".
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

**THREE-LIGHT BATH**
P300034-031 Black
32" W., 6-1/2" ht.
Extends 9-1/2". H/CTR 4-1/8".
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

Fixtures mount up or down.
Inspired by the revival of mid-century fashions, the Carisa collection brings home this classic style. A metallic finish supports glossy white glass globes to create a timeless modern design.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Vintage Gold - 078

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Fixture Collections, page 42

ONE-LIGHT BATH
P300084-009 Brushed Nickel
6-1/2" W., 10" ht.
Extends 8-1/2". H/CTR 4-5/8".
One medium base lamp, 75w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P300085-009 Brushed Nickel
15-1/4" W., 10" ht., wire 6.
Extends 8". H/CTR 6".
Two medium base lamp, 75w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
P300086-009 Brushed Nickel
25" W., 10" ht.
Extends 8". H/CTR 6".
Three medium base lamp, 75w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
P300087-009 Brushed Nickel
32-3/4" W., 10" ht.
Extends 8". H/CTR 6".
Four medium base lamp, 75w max.
**ONE-LIGHT BATH**

**P300084-078** Vintage Gold
- 6-1/2" W., 10" ht.
- Extends 8-1/2". H/CTR 4-5/8".
- One medium base lamp, 75w max.

**TWO-LIGHT BATH**

**P300085-078** Vintage Gold
- Extends 8". H/CTR 6".
- Two medium base lamp, 75w max.

**THREE-LIGHT BATH**

**P300086-078** Vintage Gold
- 25" W., 10" ht.
- Extends 8". H/CTR 6".
- Three medium base lamp, 75w max.

**FOUR-LIGHT BATH**

**P300087-078** Vintage Gold
- 32-3/4" W., 10" ht.
- Extends 8". H/CTR 6".
- Four medium base lamp, 75w max.
BALANCE LED

Soft acrylic lens and a Brushed Nickel finish are highlights of these Energy Star fixtures. Fixtures can be wall or ceiling mounted. Can be installed vertically or horizontally.

FINISH
Brushed Nickel - 009

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
See complete collection: ProgressLighting.com

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P300171-009-30 Brushed Nickel
11-1/2” W., 5” ht.
Extends 3”. H/CTR 2-1/2”.
Two 9w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 670 lumens.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
P300172-009-30 Brushed Nickel
16-3/4” W., 5” ht.
Extends 3”. H/CTR 2-1/2”.
Three 9w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 670 lumens.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
P300173-009-30 Brushed Nickel
22” W., 5” ht.
Extends 3”. H/CTR 2-1/2”.
Four 9w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 670 lumens.
Connectivity and electric circuit diagrams inspired the design behind this new bath and vanity collection. Circuit fixtures appear to contain a lamp that is a continuous tube for an intriguing appearance. This collection is ideal for residential or light commercial applications, such as restaurants or other Urban Industrial and Vintage Electric design schemes. Can be installed vertically or horizontally.

**FINISHES**
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Polished Chrome - 015

**ONE-LIGHT BATH**
P300148-009-WB Brushed Nickel
P300148-015-WB Polished Chrome
13-1/2” W., 5-1/8” ht.
Extends 3”. H/CTR 2-1/2”.
One medium base T10 lamp, 40w max included.

**TWO-LIGHT BATH**
P300149-009-WB Brushed Nickel
P300149-015-WB Polished Chrome
27-1/4” W., 5-1/8” ht.
Extends 3”. H/CTR 2-1/2”.
Two medium base T10 lamps, Each 40w max included.

**P860028-001 Vintage Amber Bulb**
Overall L 8-3/4”, 40w T10 medium base.
CONCOURSE LED

Architectural details and a full size canopy are key elements in Concourse LED vanity fixtures. A dual tone reflector frames the canopy to provide a mirror like effect. Etched opal glass is paired with Brushed Nickel and polished stainless accents in this versatile cylindrical fixture. Mounts horizontal and vertical.

FINISH

Brushed Nickel - 009

ONE-LIGHT BATH

P300093-009-30 Brushed Nickel
24” W., 4-3/4” ht.
Extends 3-1/2”. H/CTR 2-3/8”.
One 37w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 2191 lumens

ONE-LIGHT BATH

P300094-009-30 Brushed Nickel
36” W., 4-3/4” ht.
Extends 3-1/2”. H/CTR 2-3/8”.
One 53w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 2969 lumens
Ponder vanity fixtures with prismatic glass shades offer a sleek, industrial-inspired appearance. Etched prismatic glass is framed within a die cast bezel to enhance visual interest in Urban Industrial or Farmhouse-style interiors.

**FINISH**
- Antique Bronze - 020
- Graphite - 143

**TWO-LIGHT BATH**
P300091-020-30 Antique Bronze  
P300091-143-30 Graphite  
16-1/8" W., 4-5/8" ht.  
Extends 3-5/8". H/CTR 2-3/8".  
Two 9w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 624 lumens.

**THREE-LIGHT BATH**
P300092-020-30 Antique Bronze  
P300092-143-30 Graphite  
25-3/8" W., 4-5/8" ht.  
Extends 3-5/8". H/CTR 2-3/8".  
Three 9w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 624 lumens.
INDEX

Etched opal glass shades are nestled in sleek linear bands in the Index collection. Ideal for modern bath and vanity areas, Index enhances a spa-like environment.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Black - 031

ONE-LIGHT BATH
P300076-009 Brushed Nickel
4-7/8" W., 8" ht.
Extends 6-1/8". H/CTR 4-1/2".
One G9 base lamp, 60w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P300077-009 Brushed Nickel
P300077-031 Black
15" W., 5" ht.
Extends 6-1/8". H/CTR 3".
Two G9 base lamps, each 60w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
P300078-009 Brushed Nickel
P300078-031 Black
23-3/8" W., 5" ht.
Extends 6-1/8". H/CTR 3".
Three G9 base lamps, each 60w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
P300079-009 Brushed Nickel
P300079-031 Black
33" W., 5" ht.
Extends 6-1/8". H/CTR 3".
Four G9 base lamps, each 60w max.

See p.96 for details.
Leap vanity fixtures feature tapered etched glass shades to complement contemporary design trends. Available in Brushed Nickel and Antique Bronze finishes options makes this collection on trend.

**FINISHES**
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Antique Bronze - 020

**ALSO AVAILABLE IN**
See complete collection: ProgressLighting.com

**ONE-LIGHT BATH**
P300131-009 Brushed Nickel
P300131-020 Antique Bronze
5” W., 8-1/8” ht.
Extends 6-1/8”. H/CTR 4-1/4”.
One medium base lamps, each 100w max.

**TWO-LIGHT BATH**
P300132-009 Brushed Nickel
P300132-020 Antique Bronze
13-7/8” W., 8-3/8” ht.
Extends 6-1/8”. H/CTR 6”.
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

**THREE-LIGHT BATH**
P300133-009 Brushed Nickel
P300133-020 Antique Bronze
22-7/8” W., 8-3/8” ht.
Extends 6-1/8”. H/CTR 6”.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

**FOUR-LIGHT BATH**
P300134-009 Brushed Nickel
P300134-020 Antique Bronze
31-3/4” W., 8-3/8” ht.
Extends 6-1/8”. H/CTR 6”.
Four medium base lamps, each 100w max.

Fixtures mount up or down.
The Laird collection provides a contemporary complement to casual interiors popular in today’s homes. Glass shades add distinction and provide pleasing illumination to any room, while scrolling arms create an airy effect.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Antique Bronze - 020

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Fixture Collections, page 48

ONE-LIGHT BATH
P300095-020 Antique Bronze
5-3/4” W., 9” ht.
Extends 8”. H/CTR 3-5/8”.
One medium base lamp, each 100w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P300096-020 Antique Bronze
14-3/4” W., 8” ht.
Extends 7-1/4”. H/CTR 5-3/4”.
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
P300097-020 Antique Bronze
23-3/4” W., 8” ht.
Extends 7-1/4”. H/CTR 5-3/4”.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
P300098-020 Antique Bronze
33” W., 8-1/4” ht.
Extends 7-1/4”. H/CTR 5-7/8”.
Four medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FIVE-LIGHT BATH
P300099-020 Antique Bronze
41-5/8” W., 8” ht.
Extends 7-1/4”. H/CTR 5-3/4”.
Five medium base lamps, each 100w max.
ONE-LIGHT BATH
P300095-009 Brushed Nickel
5-3/4” W., 9” ht.
Extends 8". H/CTR 3-5/8”.
One medium base lamp, each 100w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P300096-009 Brushed Nickel
14-3/4” W., 8” ht.
Extends 7-1/4”. H/CTR 5-3/4”.
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
P300097-009 Brushed Nickel
23-3/4” W., 8” ht.
Extends 7-1/4”. H/CTR 5-3/4”.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
P300098-009 Brushed Nickel
33” W., 8-1/4” ht.
Extends 7-1/4”. H/CTR 5-7/8”.
Four medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FIVE-LIGHT BATH
P300099-009 Brushed Nickel
41-5/8” W., 8” ht.
Extends 7-1/4”. H/CTR 5-3/4”.
Five medium base lamps, each 100w max.

Fixtures mount up or down.
BARNETT

Barnett lanterns deliver timeless appeal with a decidedly modern flair. Large clear panes of glass frame your choice of traditional or vintage style bulbs. A graphic-inspired over-scale loop features a contrasting brass-tone finish.

FINISH
- Antique Bronze - 020

POST LANTERN
P540028-020 Antique Bronze
Fits 3" post (sold separately).
11-1/4" W., 9" L., 27" ht.
Two medium base lamps, each 60w max.

HANGING LANTERN
P550028-020 Antique Bronze
11-1/4" W., 9" L., 26-7/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 102", wire 10'.
Two medium base lamps, each 60w max.

SMALL WALL LANTERN
P560077-020 Antique Bronze
6-1/2" W., 15-1/8" ht.
Extends 6-7/8", H/CTR 7-1/4".
One medium base lamp, each 100w max.

MEDIUM WALL LANTERN
P560078-020 Antique Bronze
9" W., 18-3/8" ht.
Extends 8-1/8", H/CTR 9".
One 100w max. medium

LARGE WALL LANTERN
P560079-020 Antique Bronze
11-1/4" W., 23-5/8" ht.
Extends 10", H/CTR 10".
Two medium base lamps, each 60w max.

Fixtures shown with P7825-01 vintage lamps
Laine features a cylindrical frame accented with clear glass and metallic elements. Traditional Architectural Bronze profile is paired with vintage gold accents. Wall lantern option features an arm that resembles a pipe fitting, offering an industrial-inspired appeal. Available in wall, hanging and post lantern options.

FINISHES
- Architectural Bronze - 129

POST LANTERN
P540022-129 Architectural Bronze
Fits 3” post (sold separately).
9-3/4” dia., 18-3/4” ht.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

HANGING LANTERN
P550022-129 Architectural Bronze
9-3/4” dia., 15-7/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 91”, wire 10’.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

SMALL WALL LANTERN
P560059-129 Architectural Bronze
6-1/2” W., 12-1/2” ht.
Extends 7-1/4”. H/CTR 3”.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

MEDIUM WALL LANTERN
P560060-129 Architectural Bronze
8” W., 15” ht.
Extends 8-7/8”. H/CTR 2-3/4”.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

LARGE WALL LANTERN
P560061-129 Architectural Bronze
9-3/4” W., 16-1/2” ht.
Extends 10-5/8”. H/CTR 3-1/8”.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

Fixtures shown with P7825-01 vintage lamps
A nautical-inspired collection ideal for a variety of exteriors, including Coastal, Transitional and Urban Industrial settings. Black lanterns with clear seeded glass feature a hint of brushed nickel on the interior. Geometric details offer a finishing touch for wall, hanging and post lantern options.

**FINISH**
- Black - 031

**POST LANTERN**
P540025-031 Black
Fits 3” post (sold separately).
10-1/2” dia., 18-1/4” ht.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**SMALL WALL LANTERN**
P560065-031 Black
6-3/8” W., 10-5/8” ht.
Extends 8”. H/CTR 3-7/8”.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**MEDIUM WALL LANTERN**
P560066-031 Black
8-1/4” W., 13-5/8” ht.
Extends 9-3/8”. H/CTR 3-5/8”.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**LARGE WALL LANTERN**
P560067-031 Black
10-1/2” W., 16” ht.
Extends 12-1/4”. H/CTR 3-5/8”.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**HANGING LANTERN**
P550025-031 Black
10-1/2” dia., 16-5/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 91-1/2”, wire 10’.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.
Hollingsworth lanterns feature a crisscross design that surrounds clear seeded glass, emulating popular Farmhouse décor. Ideal for a variety of transitional exteriors when paired with either vintage or traditional bulbs. Includes wall, hanging and post options.

FINISH
- Black - 031

POST LANTERN
P540029-031 Black
Fits 3" post (sold separately).
10" dia., 23" ht.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

HANGING LANTERN
P550029-031 Black
10" dia., 20-1/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 94", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

SMALL WALL LANTERN
P560080-031 Black
6" W., 14-1/2" ht.
Extends 8-1/8". H/CTR 7".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

MEDIUM WALL LANTERN
P560081-031 Black
8" W., 19" ht.
Extends 10-5/8". H/CTR 8-5/8".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

LARGE WALL LANTERN
P560082-031 Black
10" W., 24" ht.
Extends 13-1/8". H/CTR 11-1/8".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

Fixtures shown with P7825-01 vintage lamps
Conover is an outdoor lantern collection featuring nautical influences. A protective die cast ring surrounds beautiful clear seeded glass. Vintage metallic finishes are available for this collection that is sure to enhance curb appeal for a variety of exteriors.

FINISH
- Antique Bronze - 020
- Antique Pewter - 103

POST LANTERN
P540030-020 Antique Bronze
Fits 3” post (sold separately).
10-7/8” dia., 19” ht.
One medium base lamp,
100w max.

HANGING LANTERN
P550030-020 Antique Bronze
10-7/8” dia., 15-1/2” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 90-1/2”, wire 10’.
One medium base lamp,
100w max.

SMALL WALL LANTERN
P560083-020 Antique Bronze
7” W., 14-1/4” ht.
Extends 9”. H/CTR 7-1/2”.
One medium base lamp,
100w max.

MEDIUM WALL LANTERN
P560084-020 Antique Bronze
8-5/8” W., 16” ht.
Extends 10-1/4”. H/CTR 7-5/8”.
One medium base lamp,
100w max.

LARGE WALL LANTERN
P560085-020 Antique Bronze
10-7/8” W., 21” ht.
Extends 13-1/8”. H/CTR 9-3/8”.
One medium base lamp,
100w max.
POST LANTERN
P540030-103 Antique Pewter
Fits 3" post (sold separately).
10-7/8" dia., 19" ht.
One medium base lamp,
100w max.

HANGING LANTERN
P550030-103 Antique Pewter
10-7/8" dia., 15-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 90-1/2", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp,
100w max.

SMALL WALL LANTERN
P560083-103 Antique Pewter
7" W., 14-1/4" ht.
Extends 9". H/CTR 7-1/2".
One medium base lamp,
100w max.

MEDIUM WALL LANTERN
P560084-103 Antique Pewter
8-5/8" W., 16" ht.
Extends 10-1/4". H/CTR 7-5/8".
One medium base lamp,
100w max.

LARGE WALL LANTERN
P560085-103 Antique Pewter
10-7/8" W., 21" ht.
Extends 13-1/8". H/CTR 9-3/8".
One medium base lamp,
100w max.

Fixtures shown with P7825-01
vintage lamps
McPherson outdoor lanterns are sure to make a statement. A clever clover-shaped handle accentuates elegantly fluted clear seeded glass. Wall, hanging and post lanterns are finished in Black and complement Rustic and Modern Farmhouse exteriors, as well as Traditional and Transitional homes.

**FINISH**
- Black - 031

**POST LANTERN**
P540023-031 Black
Fits 3” post (sold separately).
9-1/2” dia., 19” ht.
Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**HANGING LANTERN**
P550023-031 Black
9-1/2” W., 19” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 93”, wire 10’.
Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**SMALL WALL LANTERN**
P560062-031 Black
7-1/2” W., 13-1/2” ht.
Extends 7-1/8”. H/CTR 9-1/2”.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**MEDIUM WALL LANTERN**
P560063-031 Black
9-1/2” W., 17-1/2” ht.
Extends 9-1/4”. H/CTR 12-1/4”.
Two candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**LARGE WALL LANTERN**
P560064-031 Black
10-5/8” W., 20” ht.
Extends 10-1/2”. H/CTR 13-3/4”.
Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.
Gunther lanterns provide an affordable and stylish option to update a home’s curb appeal. Inspired by the popular farmhouse design trend, these cylindrical lights provide the perfect showcase for vintage style light bulbs.

**FINISH**
- Antique Bronze - 020

**TWO-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT**
P550021-020 Antique Bronze
12-5/8" dia., 5-3/4" ht.
Two medium base lamps, each 75w max.

**SMALL WALL LANTERN**
P560057-020 Antique Bronze
6-1/2" dia., 9-1/2" ht.
Extends 7-3/4". H/CTR 2-3/4".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**MEDIUM WALL LANTERN**
P560058-020 Antique Bronze
8" dia., 11-1/2" ht.
Extends 9-1/4". H/CTR 3-3/8".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**POST LANTERN**
P540020-020 Antique Bronze
8" dia., 13-1/2" ht.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**HANGING LANTERN**
P550020-020 Antique Bronze
8" dia., 12" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 87", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

Fixtures shown with P7825-01 vintage lamps
GABLES

Engineered polymers are used to create the distinctive Gables lanterns. Developed to withstand a broad range of environmental conditions, the corrosion-resistant housing delivers beautiful lighting and reliability. A clear glass globe enhances the classic design.

FINISH
● Antique Bronze - 020

SMALL WALL LANTERN
P560087-020 Antique Bronze
5-7/8" W., 11-3/8" ht.
Extends 6-7/8". H/CTR 7-5/8".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

MEDIUM WALL LANTERN
P560088-020 Antique Bronze
7-1/2" W., 14-1/8" ht.
Extends 8-1/2". H/CTR 10-9/16".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

PIER 33

Outdoor wall lanterns from the Pier 33 collection feature coastal undertones and a design reminiscent of industrial spaces. LED and incandescent options are comprised of a die-cast frame. Clear seeded glass complements a Black finish.

FINISH
● Black - 031

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
See complete collection: ProgressLighting.com

Medium Led Wall Lantern
P560071-031-30 Black
8-1/8" W., 8" ht.
Extends 9". H/CTR 3-1/8".
One 9w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 624 lumens.

P560071-031

MEDIUM WALL LANTERN
P560089-031 Black
8-1/8" W., 8" ht.
Extends 9". H/CTR 3-1/8".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

GLOBE LANTERN

Classic in both form and function, the Globe lanterns provide a stylish update for the home. A clear glass diffuser is the perfect way to showcase vintage or globe style light bulbs.

FINISH
● Black - 031

POST LANTERN
P540007-031 Black
9-7/8" dia., 13-1/4" ht.
Fits 3" post (sold separately).
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

MEDIUM WALL LANTERN
P560092-031 Black
9-7/8" dia., 11-5/8" ht.
Extends 11". H/CTR 9".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

P560087-020

P560088-020

P560071-031

P560089-031

P540007-031

P560092-031
Sleek, cylindrical forms in elegant finish selections. Die-cast aluminum wall brackets and heavy-duty aluminum framing. Fade and chip-resistant. UL listed for wet locations.

**FINISHES**
- Antique Bronze - 020
- White - 030
- Graphite - 143
- Satin Nickel - 147

**3” DOWNLIGHT CYLINDER**
P563000-020-30K Antique Bronze  
P563000-030-30K White  
P563000-147-30K Satin Nickel  
5-1/2” W., 5-5/8” ht.  
One 12w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 900 lumens.

**3” UP/DOWNLIGHT CYLINDER**
P563001-020-30K Antique Bronze  
P563001-030-30K White  
P563001-143-30K Graphite  
P563001-147-30K Satin Nickel  
5-1/2” W., 8-1/4” ht.  
Two 12w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 1800 lumens.
**Z-1050**

Featuring a modern design, the Z-1050 LED sconce is suitable for a variety of exterior or interior architecture settings. Wall sconce is wet location listed with a replaceable LED module protected within a glass enclosure.

**FINISH**
- Black - 031

**MEDIUM WALL LANTERN**

**P560093-031-30** Black
- 12” dia., 12” ht.
- Extends 3”. H/CTR 6”.
- One 9w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 670 lumens.

**PROGRESS LED**

**Z-1060**

Z-1060 presents a functional design with a modern sensibility. Architectural style housing is die-cast for added durability. The glass diffuser is secured without visible fasteners for an overall clean appearance. LED source delivers both energy efficiency and maintenance-free operation.

**FINISH**
- Black - 031

**SMALL WALL LANTERN**

**P560072-031-30** Black
- 4-1/2” W., 4-1/2” ht.
- Extends 4-3/4”. H/CTR 2-1/4”.
- One 9w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 624 lumens.

**SMALL WALL LANTERN**

**P560073-031-30** Black
- Shown with glass
- 4-1/2” W., 4-1/2” ht.
- Extends 4-3/4”. H/CTR 2-1/4”.
- One 9w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 624 lumens.
STRATA

The Strata features a modern, low profile design ideal for residential and multifamily applications. Energy efficient and functional, wall mounted, can be installed indoor and outdoor.

FINISHES
- White - 030
- Metallic Gray - 82
- Antique Bronze - 020
- Black - 031

WALL LANTERN
- P560090-020-30K Antique Bronze
- P560090-030-30K White
- P560090-031-30K Black
- P560090-082-30K Metallic Gray
6-5/8" W. 5-1/2" ht.
One 12w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 624 lumens.

POLE BASE

FINISH
- Black - 031

P860006-031 Black
11" dia., 24" ht.
Cast aluminum.
Fits 3" smooth and fluted posts (sold separately).
LED UNDERCABINET

The HIDE-A-LITE V linear undercabinet series provides the ideal solution for residential and light commercial applications. Die-cast aluminum construction featuring a lens design to optimizes light distribution to ensure proper illumination. The HIDE-A-LITE V series utilizes a simple mounting method, and direct wiring, for a hassle free installation. Energy efficient and functional lighting, which can be dimmed down to 10% with many Forward Phase (Triac) and Electronic Low Voltage (ELV) dimmers.

FINISHES
- Antique Bronze - 020
- White - 028

The HIDE-A-LITE V linear undercabinet series provides the ideal solution for residential and light commercial applications. Die-cast aluminum construction featuring a lens design to optimize light distribution to ensure proper illumination. The HIDE-A-LITE V series utilizes a simple mounting method, and direct wiring, for a hassle-free installation. Energy efficient and functional lighting, which can be dimmed down to 10% with many Forward Phase (Triac) and Electronic Low Voltage (ELV) dimmers.

LED UNDERCABINET

P700000-020-30 Antique Bronze
P700000-028-30 White
3-1/4" W., 1-1/8" ht.
Extends 9".
One 3000K, 90CRI,
4.5w max. LED, 300 lumens.

P700001-020-30 Antique Bronze
P700001-028-30 White
3-1/4" W., 1-1/8" ht.
Extends 11-1/2".
One 3000K, 90CRI,
7.5w max. LED, 500 lumens.

P700002-020-30 Antique Bronze
P700002-028-30 White
3-1/4" W., 1-1/8" ht.
Extends 17-1/2".
One 3000K, 90CRI,
12.5w max. LED, 815 lumens.

P700003-020-30 Antique Bronze
P700003-028-30 White
3-1/4" W., 1-1/8" ht.
Extends 23-1/2".
One 3000K, 90CRI,
15.5w max. LED, 980 lumens.

P700004-020-30 Antique Bronze
P700004-028-30 White
3-1/4" W., 1-1/8" ht.
Extends 35-1/2".
One 3000K, 90CRI,
20w max. LED, 1500 lumens.
CLOUD LED + DRUM

FINISH
○ White - 030

LED DRUM
P730005-030-30 White
11" W., 4" ht.
21w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 1680 lumens.

LED DRUM
P730002-030-30 White
13-5/8" W., 4" ht.
22.5w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 2025 lumens.

LED DRUM
P730003-030-30 White
17" W., 4" ht.
28w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 2520 lumens.

Dimmable to 10% with Triac and ELV dimmers

LED CLOUD
P730008-030-30 White
11" W., 4" ht.
21w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 1575 lumens.

LED CLOUD
P730006-030-30 White
13-5/8" W., 4" ht.
22.5w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 1845 lumens.

LED CLOUD
P730007-030-30 White
17" W., 4" ht.
28w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 2548 lumens.

LED CLOUD
P730003-030-30 White
13-5/8" W., 4" ht.
22.5w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 1845 lumens.

LED CLOUD
P730005-030-30 White
11" W., 4" ht.
21w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 1575 lumens.

LED CLOUD
P730007-030-30 White
17" W., 4" ht.
28w integrated LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 2548 lumens.

P730005-031-30
P730008-030-30
P730006-030-30
P730007-030-30
P730003-030-30

LED WRAP & STRIP

FINISHES
○ White - 030
● Black - 031

Dimmable to 10% with Triac and ELV dimmers

LED Wrap
LED WRAP
P7183-3030K8 White
9" W., 24" L., 3 1/16" ht.
25w LED, 3000K, 80CRI, 2500 lumens.

LED WRAP
P7186-3030K8 White
9" W., 48" L., 3 1/16" ht.
39w LED, 3000K, 80CRI, 3800 lumens.

LED Strip
LED STRIP
P7265-3030K9 White
1-3/4" W., 22-7/8" L., 1-7/8 ht.
19w LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 1500 lumens.

LED STRIP
P7267-3030K9 White
1-3/4" W., 46-1/2" L., 1-7/8 ht.
36w LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 3000 lumens.

P7183-3030K8
P7186-3030K8
P7265-3030K9
P7267-3030K9
LED STEPLIGHTS

The mini-steplights are ideal for indoor residential applications. Energy efficient steplights include both vertical and horizontal louvers and are available in four finishes.

**FINISHES**
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Antique Bronze - 020
- White - 028
- Black - 031

**LED STEP LIGHT**
P660003-009-30K Brushed Nickel
P660003-020-30K Antique Bronze
P660003-028-30K White
P660003-031-30K Black
2-3/4" W., 4-1/2" ht.
3/4w LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 12 lumens.

WAYSTAR™

The Waystar™ Series offers quality and value with a compact and attractive LED based emergency light. Each unit comes standard with round and rectangle trim options. Housing is a flame-rated UV stable thermoplastic in white and black finish options. The unit has 4 LED Source, each as individual, adjustable optic assemblies, consuming 1 watt each during operation. Self-diagnostics fixture monitors LED status, LED load transfer circuit, battery capacity and charger function and displays any fault detection by means of a flashing code. The self-test feature automatically runs a 1 minute test once a month and an alternating 30 or 60 minute test once every 6 months. Multi-color LED indicator provides visible fault detection and charging status. For installation in IC ceilings.

Complies with UL 924, NFPA 101 and NFPA 70

**FINISHES**
- White - 028
- Black - 031

**LED EMERGENCY LIGHT**
PECEM-30 White
PECEM-31 Black
8-1/2" W., 5-1/2" L, 2-5/8" ht.
4w LED, 4000K, 90CRI, 350 lumens.

**SELF-DIAGNOSTICS**
**LED EMERGENCY LIGHT**
PECEM-30-SD White
PECEM-31-SD Black
Self diagnostic
8-1/2" W., 5-1/2" L, 2-5/8" ht.
4w LED, 4000K, 90CRI, 350 lumens.
LED EDGELIT RECESSED

Slim, low profile recessed downlight combines innovative technology, aesthetics, functionality and affordability. No more housing or J-Box required for installation and wet location listed provides the ultimate flexibility. The low profile downlight is ideal for many residential, multi-family, commercial and hospitality applications. Featuring a detachable driver box, which can be mounted remotely for shallow ceiling installations. Energy efficient design provides up to a 75% energy savings and up 50,000 hours of LED life. Flicker free dimming down to 10% with many Forward Phase (Triac) and Electronic Low Voltage (ELV) dimmers.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Antique Bronze - 020
- White - 028
- Black - 031

5" LED EDGELIT
P800004-009-30 Brushed Nickel
P800004-020-30 Antique Bronze
P800004-028-30 White
P800004-031-30 Black
5" W., 3" ht.
9.5w LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 550 lumens.

7" LED EDGELIT
P800005-009-30 Brushed Nickel
P800005-020-30 Antique Bronze
P800005-028-30 White
P800005-031-30 Black
7" W., 3" ht.
13w LED, 3000K, 90CRI, 800 lumens.

PROGRESSLED
LAMPS

LED LAMP
3G9LED27
3w LED G9 base lamp
2700K, 270 lumens,
25,000 hours, dimmable.

LED LAMP
F4T10DELD927/JA8
4w T10 LED medium base filament lamp
2700K, 300 lumens,
15,000 hours, dimmable.

LED LAMP
V6.5ST19DELD922/JA8
6.5w ST19 LED medium base amber filament lamp
2200K, 450 lumens,
15,000 hours, dimmable.

See complete collection of LED and vintage lamps: ProgressLighting.com

CANOPY

Progress Lighting’s canopy accessory offers a convenient way to mount groupings of pendants. The round accessory accommodates 3 fixtures, while the linear option can mount either 2, 3, 5 or 6 pendants. Now available in Brushed Nickel, Antique Bronze and Graphite finishes.

THREE-LIGHT ROUND
P8403-143 Graphite
Round canopy can be used for three pendants. Maximum pendant width for three lights is 9-1/2” each. 15-1/2” dia., 1-3/8” ht.

Additional finish options available at progresslighting.com

THREE-LIGHT LINEAR
P8404-143 Graphite
Linear canopy can be used for two or three pendants. Maximum pendant width for two lights is 18” each. Maximum pendant width for five lights is 9” each. 4-1/4” W., 23-1/4” L., 11/16” ht.

Additional finish options available at progresslighting.com

FIVE-LIGHT LINEAR
P860004-009 Brushed Nickel
P860004-143 Graphite
P860004-020 Antique Bronze
Linear canopy can be used for three or five pendants. Maximum pendant width for three lights is 20” each. Maximum pendant width for five lights is 12” each. 4-1/4” W., 59-5/8” L., 1” ht.

SIX-LIGHT LINEAR
P860005-009 Brushed Nickel
P860005-143 Graphite
P860005-020 Antique Bronze
Linear canopy can be used for six pendants. Maximum pendant width for six lights is 8” each. 8-1/8” W., 39-5/8” L., 1” ht.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Antique Bronze - 020
- Graphite - 143

P860005-143 shown in use with Staunton pendants
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Products identified as Energy Efficient have been designed to utilize light sources that consume less power than equivalent traditional incandescent sources.

Products referencing this logo meet the energy efficiency requirements for light fixtures set forth in ENERGY STAR® product specifications. Please refer to www.energystar.gov for specific product qualifications and list of certified products.

This marking indicates fixtures that have an integrated LED or replaceable LED module that has been tested and listed in the California Appliance Database. Check for certified lamps, fixtures or LED light engines by searching the MAEDBS database. Go to cacerappliance.energy.ca.gov

Table 150.0A defines products that do not have to meet JA8 and can be used to comply with 2016 Title 24. The most common types include:
• Pin-based linear or compact fluorescent light sources using electronic ballasts
• GU-24 bulbs containing light sources other than LEDs
• Inseparable SSL luminaires that are installed outdoors

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of information in this catalog. Progress Lighting reserves the right to make product changes from time to time, without prior notification, which may change the information provided in this catalog. Errors brought to our attention will be corrected in subsequent issues.

UL, CSA, or ETL Listed or Classified unless otherwise noted.
Bulbs not included with fixtures unless specified. Specifications subject to change without notice.

Metal finishes not specified as “solid” have quality plated or painted finishes.

Finish representations are high resolution digital reproductions, and, while every effort has been made to render colors accurately, they may vary slightly from the actual product, especially hand-painted finishes, due to the nature of hand craftsmanship.

©Progress Lighting 2018
All rights reserved.
International copyright secured.